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C.E.O./Director of Education: Anthony Stack

May 27, 2020
Mr. Bob Gardiner
Deputy Minister
Department of Education and Early Childhood Development
P.O. Box 8700
St. John’s NL A1B 4J6
Dear Mr. Gardiner,
Please find attached a Task Force report, submitted to me as CEO/Director of Education of the
Newfoundland and Labrador English School District, by District staff within all divisions of our
organization. It outlines potential case scenarios for reopening schools to students in September
2020; areas of concern to be addressed, and possible means to alleviate those concerns. The
report is the result of significant analysis, which can be made available to you on request.
It is important to note that this is not a plan, but rather a compilation of information and analysis
to help inform a plan. A bona fide plan for reopening schools in September is dependent on a
number of external factors over which the District and its Board of Trustees have no direct
control.
Three key inputs from the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador are required so that the
District can design its plan. They are:
1. Finalized detailed guidance from the Chief Medical Officer of Health (CMOH).
2. Sufficient funding to provide equitable access to technology and connectivity to provide
online learning to students, and the provision of IT devices to teachers to perform
required tasks from home. As requested in our May 20, 2020 proposal submitted to the
Department of Education and Early Childhood Development (EECD).
3. Direction from the EECD with respect to modified curricular requirements and provincial
assessments.
The District’s understanding from recent discussions with the CMOH regarding the NL
COVID-19 Alert System, is that even at Alert Level 1, physical distancing of two (2) metres
would be required. For the majority of our schools, this would mean classrooms being occupied
at no more than 50 per cent. Learning Models 3 through 6, as outlined in this document, are
based on this consideration. Learning Model 2 would be necessary at Alert Levels 4 and 5, and
possibly Level 3.

Learning Model 1 (a return of all students to in-class instruction) is obviously our preferred
option. However, this can only be achieved outside of the current parameters around NL
COVID-19 Alert Levels as we understand them - unless there are provisions made for significant
additional staff and school infrastructure. This must be clarified and confirmed with the CMOH
and HCS.
Please note the report is based solely on the work and expertise of the District Task Force and
to date no consultation has been had with other critical stakeholders in the education system.
Such consultation will be essential after key inputs are received from the Government of
Newfoundland and Labrador and during the development of the plan.
I look forward to discussing this with you further.
Sincerely,

Tony Stack
CEO/Director of Education

Reimagining Teaching and Learning:
Considerations on the Reopening of NLESD
Schools for 2020-2021

Submitted by:
NLESD COVID-19 Task Force
May 26, 2020
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Families throughout Newfoundland and Labrador are looking forward to their children returning to
school, and getting back to some sense of “normal”. The COVID-19 pandemic has forced school systems
around the world to rethink how they offer educational programming to their students. This report offers
numerous learning models, and general school system recommendations for consideration as the
Newfoundland and Labrador English School District (the District) plans to reopen its schools for school
year 2020-2021. The final plan adopted by the District will be informed by the analysis in this report.
Three key inputs from the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador are required so that the District
can design that plan:
1. Finalized detailed guidance from the Chief Medical Officer of Health (CMOH).
2. Sufficient funding to provide equitable access and connectivity for online learning to students,
and the provision of IT devices to teachers to perform required tasks from home.
3. Direction from the Department of Education and Early Childhood Development (EECD) with
respect to modified curricular requirements and provincial assessments.
With the health and safety of students and staff the top priority, the learning models for the 2020-2021
school year presented in this report are contingent on the guidelines and confirmation of health advice
established by the CMOH.
The new “normal” for teaching and learning for students in Newfoundland and Labrador must consider
some aspect of remote or online learning. This will require a substantial investment in funding for teacher
and student devices, as well as connectivity solutions and human resources to permit equitable
educational services. The District must continue with its focus on meeting the social-emotional and
academic needs of every public school student in the province.
Recommendations discussed in this report include that the District:
●
●

●
●

provide additional social-emotional professional learning to teachers to better prepare them for
the return of students who have been negatively affected during the pandemic;
ensure that adequate COVID-19 health and safety measures, personal protective equipment, and
protocols, as per CMOH guidelines, are in place for District facilities prior to the return of staff and
students;
continue with its focus on student engagement and deep learning with the leveraging of digital
technology to support teaching and learning;
Time Sensitive: engage in dialogue with representatives from EECD to:
 review key essential learning outcomes for all curricula in K-12 in light of possible
reduction in class time in 2020-2021;
 review graduation requirements;
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 consider the elimination of Public Exams for 2020-2021; and
 consider an expansion of the semesterization pilot for high schools.
●
●
●

increase resources available for the Centre for Distance Learning and Innovation (CDLI) as more
high school students may have to avail of its courses (e.g., immunocompromised students);
engage in discussions with unions to arrive at Memorandums of Understanding (MOUs) which
address unanticipated issues from the pandemic affecting current collective agreements.
consult with the Office of the Information and Privacy Commissioner (OIPC) regarding possible
implications of live streaming from classrooms and students’ homes.

The District plan for the start of the 2020-2021 school year is dependent on the timely issuance of
guidelines established by the CMOH, the Department of Health and Community Services (HCS) and EECD.
The plan must be flexible and appreciate that it is not a “one size fits all” for its over 250 schools and work
sites.
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INTRODUCTION
As the District plans for reopening schools in September 2020, it must reimagine how its schools operate
and be willing to be flexible in terms of teaching and learning models, based on the context of existing
health and societal conditions. The school system and its stakeholders must be cognizant that at any time,
and with minimal notice, the entire District may have to revert to some type of online learning model.
Although some other provinces and countries have started to return students and staff to schools, it is
still early in their re-entry plans and the world is closely monitoring their approaches. One thing that is
certain is that there will be no “one size fits all” approach for school reopening in September 2020, even
within our province. With such great diversity in school configurations and geographic locations, there
may be regional variations during the reopening period. But what must be consistently applied in our
approach to school reopening is the trauma informed element of how the District brings students and
staff back to its schools. Additional professional learning opportunities are recommended to support
teachers in their return to work, for their benefit - and for the benefit of students. Students may also
require assistance re-adjusting to school and protocols around “the new normal”. We may never know
the struggles that families faced during the six months away from school.
The District’s COVID-19 Task Force Guiding Principles:
1. Ensure a healthy and safe environment for all students, families and employees.
2. Support vulnerable students who may need special assistance.
3. Provide continuity of educational opportunities for all students.

General Considerations for Getting Students Back to School
As indicated previously, there is no “one size fits all” approach for reopening schools. Schools under the
jurisdiction of the District have student populations ranging from 2-1100 students. Plans must also
consider factors such as health directives, school configuration and population, rural versus urban, and
student needs.
As described by Bailey and Hess (2020) in A Blueprint for Back to School, there are at least four broad
considerations when planning for school system reopening: coordination, communication, flexibility, and
privacy protection. The District must coordinate with provincial health and education authorities to
develop flexible plans for its schools. The District must also communicate with stakeholders so that
students, families, staff, and community partners are clear on expectations for well-being and academics.
In addition, the District must be cognizant of personal privacy as an increase in online teaching and
learning will likely be necessary.
Coordination: The District must support its schools as they develop respective protocols to welcome
students and staff back into their buildings. Student attendance and transportation will be dependent on
the advice from health officials with the very real possibility of rolling closures due to possible spikes or
outbreaks of disease transmission in specific areas.
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Communication: School reopening will require effective communication with stakeholders. Families and
employees must have confidence in reopening plans and the measures in place to support the learning
and well-being of children and staff. Schools may reopen with significant adjustments to learning
expectations, attendance, schedules, student transportation, and safety protocols. Clear and consistent
communication is necessary to minimize confusion and apprehension.
Flexibility: Lessons learned during spring 2020 showed that many of the familiar practices and regulations,
such as those relating to instructional delivery, assessment, evaluation and reporting, graduation
requirements and standardized assessments, were too rigid and not suitable for the current environment.
Given the uncertainty of what school year 2020-2021 may look like, it would be prudent for EECD to adjust
graduation requirements and consider modifying existing curriculum documents to allow for a deeper
understanding of core concepts. The pressure of high stakes summative exams and restrictive graduation
requirements may encourage students and staff to attend school when ill and possibly increase rates of
infection in schools and communities. Furthermore, the strong possibility of variations in blended learning
and student attendance in different regions of the province may provide inequities in the assessment,
evaluation, and reporting for students.
Privacy Protection: As the District expands its presence into online learning, it must be cognizant of
privacy implications. The use of devices by educators and students that are capable of streaming live audio
and video raise concerns over privacy. The District will also need to review any applications and digital
services used for online learning to ensure they are consistent with privacy protections required under
legislation.
School Operations
With directives and guidance from the CMOH, HCS and EECD, the District’s schools must re-examine every
aspect of the school day - from student transportation schedules and protocols, school entrance and exit
protocols, new hygiene protocols, adjustments to student programming, meal distribution options,
attendance schedules, and assessment and evaluation changes.
The District’s schools will not only have to review their day-to-day operations to adhere to public health
advisories, but be prepared to adjust in short order to some type of a learning at home or blended learning
model. The divisional factors that the District must consider are described in detail below.
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NLESD DIVISIONAL REPORTS

PROGRAMS
Prior to an analysis of potential teaching and learning models for 2020-2021, a review of some
educational terminology is found in Table 1 below:

Table 1
Online learning

Online learning is a form of learning that uses electronic media, typically
over the internet. Two types of online learning include Synchronous and
Asynchronous Learning.
● Synchronous: online learning that happens in real time
● Asynchronous: online learning without real-time interaction (e.g.,
recorded lessons)

Blended learning

Blended learning is a form of education that combines online learning with
traditional classroom-based methods.

Hybrid learning

Hybrid learning is often used interchangeably with blended learning.
However, there is a subtle distinction. In hybrid learning, a significant
portion of the course takes place online. In contrast with blended learning, a
hybrid learning approach replaces much of the student-teacher face to face
time in a traditional school setting with online interaction.

Flipped classroom

The flipped classroom is a form of blended learning where a student is first
exposed to new material outside of the classroom, usually in the form of an
online presentation. When the student returns to attend class in school, the
class time is used to apply the material in the form of problem solving and
discussion.

Oxford Dictionary, 2020

It is important to recognize that each school will have unique circumstances which will affect its ability to
operate in the 2020-21 school year. The models represented in Table 2 below illustrate a number of
possible models for school operation. In consultation with District staff, each school may implement one
of these configurations depending on local conditions, and health restrictions. It is important to note that
a school might have to change its configuration during the school year several times depending on
changing health advisories.
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Although the preferred model is reopening our schools with full in-class instruction and attendance, this
may be not possible. Based on current modelling we may have to begin the school year with a high
percentage of students participating in 100% online learning. Another possibility is a blended or hybrid
model of schooling whereby classes will be split in two and the groups will alternate between in-class
instruction and online learning at home. It is recommended that the District provide guidance to schools
with respect to the appropriate amount of online learning.

Table 2:
Learning Model

Considerations

1

Normal school operation

All schools reopen with full in-class instruction

2

No in-class instruction. Online learning
for all students







3

In-class instruction for all students on a 
part-time basis with a pivot day:
Week 1:
Group A: Monday, Thursday
Group B: Tuesday, Friday
Wednesday (pivot day)
Week 2:
Group B: Monday, Thursday
Group A: Tuesday, Friday
Wednesday (pivot day)







Repeat week 1

All students and teachers participate in
teaching and learning from their homes
This model makes it difficult for working K-6
parents to arrange child care
Very difficult to complete all curriculum
outcomes - it will be necessary to review the
prescribed curriculum
All teaching staff must have adequate
professional learning and both teachers and
student will need resources to teach and
learn online.
Pivot day gives teachers time to reach out to
students who cannot attend or who have
questions
Teachers have time to plan instruction and
assessment with colleagues and participate in
Professional Learning (PL)
Students are in school for less than half the
normal time
Very difficult to complete all curriculum
outcomes - it will be necessary to review the
prescribed curriculum
Possible privacy concern if live streaming
from classroom

On Wednesday - All students at home,
teacher planning and time to reach out
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to struggling students
Group C: Immunocompromised
students stay home and complete
work online

4

In-class learning for all students on a
part time basis:



Week 1:
Group A: Monday, Wednesday, Friday
Group B: Tuesday, Thursday



Week 2:
Group B: Monday, Wednesday, Friday
Group A: Tuesday, Thursday






Repeat week 1

Group C: Immunocompromised
students stay home and complete
work online
5

In-class learning for K-6 students on a
part time basis




Week 1:
Group A: Monday, Wednesday, Friday
Group B: Tuesday, Thursday
Week 2:
Group B: Monday, Wednesday, Friday
Group A: Tuesday, Thursday
Repeat week 1
Group C: Immunocompromised
students stay home and complete
work online








Students are in school for a longer duration
than Model 3 and can cover more of the
prescribed curriculum
Students are in school for 50% of the normal
amount of time
Very difficult to complete all curriculum
outcomes - it will be necessary to review the
prescribed curriculum
Equity concern for Group C students - who
will be responsible for teaching them online?
Removal of pivot day means teachers will
have less time to support online instruction
Possible privacy concern if live streaming
from classrooms

This model makes child care easier for K-6
parents
K-6 students are in school for 50% of the
normal amount of time
Very difficult to complete all curriculum
outcomes - it will be necessary to review
prescribed curriculum
Removal of pivot day means teachers in K-6
will have less time during the school day to
support online instruction.
Possible privacy concern if live streaming
All students and teachers in Grades 7-12
participate in teaching and learning from
their homes

Grade 7-12 students 100% online
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6

In-class learning for all students on a
part-time basis with reduced time at
school (240 minutes instead of 300
minutes):
Week 1:
Group A: Monday, Wednesday, Friday
Group B: Tuesday, Thursday
Week 2:
Group B: Monday, Wednesday, Friday
Group A: Tuesday, Thursday








This allows teachers the time to support
online instruction with students who can’t
come to school. Time is allocated into their
work day.
Students are in school for less than 50% the
normal time
Very difficult to complete all curriculum
outcomes - it will be necessary to review
prescribed curriculum
In this scenario, high school students would
be unable to complete 14 credits

Repeat week 1
Group C: Immunocompromised
students stay home and complete
work online
Learning Model 6:
6 periods @40 minutes for Groups A and B plus 1 hour of online instruction for Group C, 2
breaks @ 20 minutes with no traditional recess or lunch
NOTE:
The District’s understanding from discussions with the CMOH regarding the NL COVID-19 Alert System is
that even at Alert Level 1, physical distancing of two (2) metres would be required. For the majority of
our schools, this would mean classrooms being occupied at no more than 50 percent. Learning models 3
through 6 are based on this consideration. Learning model 2 would be necessary at Alert Levels 4 and 5,
and possibly Level 3. Learning Model 1 could only be achieved outside of the current parameters around
NL COVID-19 Levels, unless there were provisions for significant additional staff and school
infrastructure. This must be clarified and confirmed with the CMOH and HCS.
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PROGRAMS (cont’d)
Key areas of concern for reopening of schools in September 2020:
Areas of concern

Identified ways to minimize concerns

Minimizing the amount of student
movement during the school day as
much as possible



Extra-curricular, co-curricular activities
such as sports teams, clubs, assemblies,
Itinerant staff visits, external
presenters, field trips...

Put all of these activities on hold.

Courses and activities that may be
severely impacted by physical
distancing and hygiene concerns
(Physical Education, Music, Art, Drama,
Skill Trades, Home Economics)

Some courses can still be offered through online learning,
however Skill Trades, Physical Education, Home Economics,
Music, Art and Drama pose limitations. NLESD Program
Specialists have been tasked with identifying specific areas of
concern and options for such courses.

School supplies and personal items
must be brought home after each day
of class

Lockers are not to be used
 Students will be required to bring their items to and
from school each day
 Use e-texts whenever possible to reduce need for hard
copy textbooks

Recess and lunch
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Teachers move if possible and students stay in the same
class. Not possible in larger high schools
Use multiple entrances for entry and exit
Use defined direction for travel - use arrows on the floor
so that people don't have to pass each other (one way
system)

Possibly reduce the amount of time for recess and
lunchtime (liaise with NLTA)
Breakfast programs may be limited to packaged items
only (e.g., granola bar, yogurt, juice boxes)
Students eat breakfast/lunch at their desks or in
cafeteria if there is enough room to assign seats and
maintain physical distancing
If there is no traditional cafeteria service, offerings may
be pre-packaged items only or food brought from home.
Purchase food trays so that desks are kept clean
Have only two small breaks instead of a recess and
lunch. Dismiss students after the fifth “period”. This
would give teachers time to go online for 55 minutes at
the end of the day. This could be used to eliminate the
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pivot day and it would give group C students time with a
teacher every day. Refer to Table 2, Learning Model 6
Scheduling the school day for part time
student attendance




Play based learning in K-6







Very difficult to complete all curriculum outcomes - it
will be necessary to review the prescribed curriculum
Focus on core courses/essential learning outcomes
Consideration must be given to how to deliver playbased programming involving shared resources (e.g.,
sand table, puppet theatre)
Will need to educate primary students with respect to
physical distancing - hugging, touching, sharing, getting
help from teachers
Teachers have to be extra vigilant with regard to this age
group

Teaching K-9 students virtually who
cannot come to school due to
immunocompromised health of self or
family members




High school students who cannot
attend school for legitimate reasons

These students are considered special circumstances and can
avail of CDLI offerings. Additional allocation for CDLI should
be considered.

Reduced capacity on school buses due
to physical distancing guidelines

Dividing the students who attend school by surname (if
suitable for busing) would allow for siblings to attend schools
on the same day. This would help parents with child care on
off days.

Provisions for K-6 children of essential
workers during online and blended
learning models

Provisions for guaranteed placement at daycares, or in
schools.

Lunch time







International Student program
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Having a virtual teacher who is not their regular teacher
Using the pivot day to help these students connect with
their regular teacher
Many of these students may have limited capacity to
attend for multiple classes due to health concerns so
would have to define “minimum” attendance

Consider shortening the length of lunch time for all grade
levels
Ensure school lunch programs and services continue in a
modified delivery method

The District, in partnership with schools and local agents,
provides seats for over 400 students through the
International Student program. The primary focus for the
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majority of these students is the cultural experience of
attending a school setting in Newfoundland and Labrador.
The District acknowledges a number of factors to consider,
including, but not limited to: air travel restrictions, status of
pandemic in student’s home country, school/learning model
implemented by the District, guidance from the CMOH, and
potential curriculum adjustments will impact its ability to
offer the International Student program for September 2020.
To date, the District has only conditionally accepted agents’
request for seats pending the status of the noted potential
impacts. A final decision on this program for September 2020
will be made at a later date.
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COMMUNICATIONS
Key areas of concern for reopening of schools in September 2020:
Areas of concern

Identified ways to minimize concerns

Communication to school
communities

The District could run a late summer public relations blitz with
potential news release, videos, memo(s), advertising, media
interviews and social media messaging.

Creation of posters and videos
highlighting key personal hygiene
issues

The Province has created some posters. The District will liaise
with public health authorities, EECD and HCS to share these
resources for distribution to schools.
There will be a need to identify the number of posters required
and where they should be placed in the District’s more than 250
schools (e.g., all washrooms).

Confusion among
families/community about school
process

Clear messages must be developed for mediums most used by
the target audience (school websites; social media; memos;
SchoolMessenger)
The District may consider Blog-postings or videos to help
address any confusion in advance

Potential Future Needs
Headlines costs, subscription costs and weather monitoring service costs are all anticipated to remain
consistent in 2020-2021 and may even see an increased cost, as media monitoring (requests for
audio/print transcripts) may increase throughout the new school year.
With the uncertainty that compounds the planning effort for the 2020-2021 school year, there is no full
appreciation as yet for the potential need for communications materials. That said, the following
estimates for potential purchases can be anticipated, depending on the needs, and based on past
quotes and experiences.
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Potential Projects

Estimated Costs and Past Sourcing

Poster Printing

$1,000 - previously costed price for Education Foundation
Calendars - estimated range of 5-10 per school)
 Distribution was managed by moving items to regional
offices and providing administrators with the option to
bring them back to their schools during District
Administrator meetings
 Depending on the size, amount needed, and distribution
requirements, costs may increase

Large Scale Resource Printing and
Distribution

$40,000-$45,000 - (based on May 2020 printing, preparing
and distribution of 4-page Learning at Home resource to all
homes)
 Depending on the situation in September, if another
householder is needed, each resource can be anticipated
to cost the same
 If additions or expansions are made to the product, costs
could increase

Radio Commercial Ad Buys

$5,000-15,000 - This costing is a reflection of the historical
price range for an average 1-2-week radio ad campaign
 Province-wide airing and distribution

Outsourced Commercial Video
Projects

~$5, 000 - NLTA Social Media Video (Cost-shared, so not
entire project total)
o Potential to ‘piggy back’ off an existing NLTA
contract to develop
~$5,000 - Student Transportation Video for School
Communities
o Vendor provided dedicated service to the District,
including filming onsite in Central and Avalon
regions.
 The District retains ownership and copyright
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Media Training

~$3,000 - (One-Day Training)
 For consistency of training, the recommendation is to
continue training from the same source where possible

Potential RFP
Social Media Strategy

~$4,000 - $14,000 - Potential Response for Strategy
Development
 Potential to seek proposals to develop a direct social
media strategy to target NLESD audiences
 Similar requests have garnered responses in the range
noted above
 A strategy would form a framework and the proponent
would outline sub-projects for considerations and
anticipated costs associated with each
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FACILITIES & CUSTODIAL MANAGEMENT
Key areas of concern for reopening of schools in September 2020:
Areas of concern

Identified ways to minimize concerns

Orderly entrance, movement, and
exiting of schools by student and
staff

Increasing access points: In coordination with school
administrators, re-design entrances to alleviate congestion e.g.,
schools with distinct teacher entrance and student entrance
could use all entrances for students, and/or use more entrances
than previously used by the school.
 The District must also consider that multiple points of entry
complicate “Safe and Caring” and other policy measures
regarding protecting the school environment from
intruders. The solution will likely require more scheduled
duty for teachers to be at entrances.
Increasing access time: Staggering the drop off and dismissal
times (i.e., expanding the periods during which students may
arrive and are dismissed) lowers the concentration of people at
any one point in time, making physical distancing more feasible.
However, this also impacts student transportation schedules
and increases teacher supervision time.
Adding more wayfinding markers: Six foot markers and arrows
on sidewalks and/or hallways, and signage inside and outside of
the school will assist with physical distancing.
 In advance of painting spots on sidewalks, marking floors,
etc., there should be close communication between school
administration and the area Operations Manager before the
2019-2020 school year ends.
 Increased traffic could require more scheduled duty for
teachers, although this may be mitigated by lower
populations.
 While facilities staff will establish prescriptive paths of
travel by painting lines on school property (designating
hallways one way, etc.), compliance will subsequently be a
school supervision issue.
Modifying school norms: The normal flow of staff and students
must be modified, where applicable, to reduce interaction and
improve physical distancing.
 Where possible, the structure of the day in schools must be
modified so teachers move, rather than have students
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Establishing and enforcing COVID19 compliant hygiene protocols for
facilities/infrastructure
● Human Resources: having
enough staff available (regular
and casual) available
● Budgetary: Significant
associated increase in costs
● Related to COVID-19 protocols
and above points - any sign of
sickness will lead to staff
shortages with no sick note
required i.e. absenteeism
issues compounded.
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move. This is already routine in K-6; likely a change for
intermediate students, and may not be possible in high
school.
Usage of staff rooms in mornings/lunch/afternoon must be
restricted so they do not become a gathering point.

Cleaning/disinfection protocol: The Facilities division is
redesigning the Operations Manual standard operating
procedures for school cleaning.
 Notably, this includes establishing a protocol for disinfecting
washrooms and frequently touched surfaces throughout
the day.
 Facility managers attended training related to COVID-19
cleaning on Friday, 15 May, 2020 and may adjust cleaning
protocol.
 As of the start of Alert Level 4 (May 11, 2020), custodial
staff were recalled to schools to thoroughly clean and
perform maintenance (e.g., painting) to make surfaces
more easily cleaned in the 2020-21 school year.
Decluttering: Facilities and Programs staff must identify and
remove all items which cannot feasibly be disinfected daily
(e.g., manipulatives). It is suggested teachers be involved in how
they want items packed and stored, given it is anticipated these
materials will be required again.
Drinking fountains: Drinking fountains should be disabled for
the duration of COVID-19 restrictions. Students should bring
water bottles from home, and use the bottle filling station in
the school as required to refill.
Washroom access: Washrooms that can readily be adjusted to
become “airport style” (no doors) will be modified as such. This
reduces touch surfaces on doors and knobs, as well as
anecdotally reducing vandalism, keeping the count of usable
fixtures higher.
Ventilation: If there is a need to disable mechanical ventilation
in buildings that have systems, the District has a well-defined
Natural Ventilation Protocol that suits the current situation well
- allowing fresh air into buildings.
Human Resources: There are three key areas of human
resource input required to maintain school hygiene.
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Recruitment: Significant hiring process must begin
immediately to increase casual lists. Consideration should
be given to 6-8 month term positions to ensure
commitment and availability. Without a material increase in
available casual employees, particularly in the urban areas,
issues will undoubtedly arise.
 Absenteeism: An increased workload intensity, ongoing
pandemic realities (sickness, child care,
immunocompromised, etc.), along with no requirement for
sick notes, may increase absenteeism.
 Performance Management: Given an increased direct
correlation between cleaning and occupational health and
safety, a timely response by facilities and human resource
managers to performance issues is required. i.e., agreement
on both parts that issues will be identified and addressed
immediately.
Financial: There are a number of budget-impacting changes
required to maintain COVID-19 compliance.
 A budget is required, assuming staffing is available, to adopt
first day replacement for workers in all regions who call in
sick. With increased Covid-19 health restrictions, this
budget requirement may increase.
 Hand sanitizer is expensive and in short supply worldwide.
An increased budget would be required assuming it would
be widely used in schools. To address supply chain issues,
the District has awarded tender to two low bidders instead
of just the lowest bidder. This better positions the District
to be immune from the dependency of a single vendor's
supply chain.
 The District can expect an increased use of cleaning supplies
associated with increased cleaning in schools. While difficult
to accurately quantify in advance of performing under the
conditions, it is estimated there will be a 20% increase in
supplies and associated costs.
 It is estimated the above considerations would require an
increased budget in the $1.5M range.
Combination Busing/Custodial Positions: Central and Western
regions utilize combination positions extensively. Positions are
paid from both the busing budget and facilities budget, but
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traditionally they are applied in favour of facilities (i.e., 5 hours
custodial). If there are more bus runs to account for less
capacity, this will come at the expense of cleaning times.
Establishing and enforcing hygiene
protocols for staff and students,
including staff who access multiple
buildings (e.g., trades staff and
itinerants)

Communications: Posters and other communication
mechanisms must be in place, reinforcing the need for good
hygiene practices. Much of this material exists (in design if not
in actual deliverables) via public health authorities and/or HCS.
Professional Development: Professional Development is
required for all staff members to ensure their proper use of
personal protective equipment and good hygiene practices.
Similar lessons are recommended to be delivered by teachers to
students at the start of the school year, with ongoing diligence
thereafter.
Minimize Cross Contact: The District should minimize cross-site
travel by District staff. This may involve combinations of
working from home; working from a single site, or scheduling
long breaks between cross-site travel. For staff who must
frequent multiple sites, vigilant hand sanitizing is required,
along with consideration of mask use whenever physical
distancing is not possible.
Site Screening: The District has established a pre-screening
protocol for site access. A similar checklist must be developed
before September to minimize the number of people coming to
site with symptoms of illness and/or who have had potential
contact with those who carry or have COVID-19.

Maximizing use of instructional
spaces in schools (6 foot physical
distancing measures)

Room Capacity: Analysis was conducted to (mathematically)
establish the capacity of rooms vis a vis COVID-19 restrictions.
This showed that the majority of rooms can accommodate 50%
or more of their normal population with physical distancing.
Trial layouts were also conducted in classrooms, which were
similar to the paper exercise.
Increasing School Capacity: For specific groups/rooms that
emerge as issues in schools, availing of alternate spaces in the
schools may be a feasible strategy. For instance, owing to a “no
touch” and physical distancing mandate, it is unlikely that
gymnasiums, cafeterias, etc. will be used for their normal
purpose.
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Existing Right-Sized Schools: An analysis of all schools’ average
class size was conducted to determine where there are no
capacity issues - schools with average class size under 15.
Averages show there to be ~100 schools in this category. It is
anticipated that these schools, from a facilities perspective,
would not need to employ a shift system to meet physical
distancing in classrooms. Note the room capacity is only one
factor - the transportation capacity may still require split shifts,
as may the Chief Medical Officer of Health, based on building
maximums.
Density: Comparing the student population to the area of a
building gives an estimate as to its capacity. This clearly
correlates to a person’s ability to physically distance oneself.
Decluttering: This topic was previously addressed from a
cleaning perspective. In this context, removing materials and
equipment from rooms is a strategy to increase effective
capacity for students. A caution is it could create storage issues
in buildings. The storage issues are possibly addressed by using
gymnasium and cafeteria (concurrent with use as classrooms).
That said, it is likely desks will need to be “tagged out” in
classrooms in highly populated buildings versus removed from
the rooms.
Accessing other instructional
facilities / space e.g., former
School for the Deaf
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School for the Deaf: The former Newfoundland School for the
Deaf (NSD) is currently Bishop Feild Elementary. In order to
make this usable by another school population:
 BFE’s own building renovations must be completed. This is
anticipated for summer 2020.
 Moving from NSD back to BFE is in itself a challenge with
respect to physical distancing (i.e., movers cannot be 6 feet
apart, and by nature of the work will be breathing heavily)
 Once BFE departs, NSD reverts to Government of
Newfoundland & Labrador (GovNL) use, as it is not a
District-owned facility. The Department of Transportation
and Works (TW) has a consultant engaged regarding a
retrofit for the next owner. The District would need EECD to
request a continuation of use from GovNL.
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Western region: In Western region the District has closed three
schools Presentation Junior High (PJH), St. Gerard's (SG), and
Humber Elementary (HE). All have been closed as schools for
several years and thus it is possible, but not ideal, to re-use
them. PJH is closed the longest; used extensively for storage,
and is the alternate setting for the busing office since the depot
was destroyed in a fire. Consequently, this site would be ruled
out completely without major advance preparatory work. SG
and HE would need fairly significant clean-up, but could feasibly
accommodate children again.
Re-using buildings: Assuming the District is granted continued
use of NSD, all three (SG, HE, and NSD) are then empty
buildings.
 SG and HE have no network infrastructure - all devices have
been pulled out; NSD has some that would remain and
some that would be gone back to BFE
 Buildings have no desks, computers, or other related
furniture
 Assigning custodial staff to any/all of these buildings is both
an extra cost and, more critically, depletes the already
sparse availability of casual pools in St. John's and Corner
Brook - i.e., the net benefit of space is offset by reduction in
cleanliness elsewhere
 Use of a second site (e.g., making NSD an extension of
Waterford Valley High; HE an extension of Corner Brook
Regional High) makes for very complicated teacher staffing
(or extra teachers, extra cost)
 As a solution, they each may help address a space issue in
one other building, but would need resources to set up and
maintain.
Summary: Against this backdrop, the use of previously closed
buildings may not be feasible.
Protocols for The District Office
environments
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Much of the province and country have adopted work from
home protocols since mid to late March 2020. There are several
factors to assess with respect to transitioning back to the
workplace.
 Authority: The Government of Newfoundland and Labrador
closed all public sector offices to all but designated essential
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workers, so reopening will presumably be predicated by
their lifting that order. The Chief Medical of Officer of
Health will likely advise the Government in this regard.
Individual Offices: Those with individual offices can
effectively operate as per normal, as individuals, but there
is an overlay of maximum occupancy desired for a single
site. e.g., at District headquarters it may be unacceptable
for some time to have 80 people in the building, even if in
their individual offices.
Group Workspaces: Those in common areas may need
solutions including:
o Partial or complete ongoing working from home
o Relocation to areas of the office that are available
and unused now
o Possible increase workspace barriers (noting
HVAC/lighting impact)

Community/Extra-curricular use

With the possible exception of after-school care for a school’s
own students, other use will need to be cut in favour of
enhanced cleaning, and not used again until students arrive.

Fire Drills and physical distancing

St. John’s Regional Fire Department (SJRFD) and the Office of
the Fire Commissioner have been contacted to see if fire drill
requirements will be relaxed to better meet COVID-19
restrictions. SJRFD has met internally on this, and will meet with
the District and the Fire Commissioner.

Lockdown/Secure Schools

Lockdown and secure school drills can already be conducted in a
physically distant manner. Unlike fire drills, the number of drills
is determined by the District versus an external authority. In the
case of a true lockdown, COVID-19 is a very secondary risk.

Occupational Health and Safety

Authority Having Jurisdiction: While the District has been
actively promoting and enforcing compliance with COVID-19,
ServiceNL’s Occupational Health & Safety (OHS) division was
contacted to have them consider school openings and advise on
potential issues.
Personal Protective Equipment: The District care setting.
Surgical masks in school/child care settings is no needs guidance
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from the CMOH on what is required. It is expected all in-school
staff will need access to non-medical masks.
Health Canada: Masks in general are not recommended for
those without symptoms to protect themselves from
respiratory illnesses, including COVID-19. Students/children and
staff who are experiencing symptoms of respiratory illness
should stay home from the school/child t recommended, as
these are not settings where people are typically trained on
their use, and there is a potential risk of infection with improper
mask use and disposal. In young children in particular, masks
can be irritating and may lead to increased touching of the face
and eyes.
Ref: https://www.canada.ca/en/publichealth/services/diseases/2019-novel-coronavirus-infection/healthprofessionals/guidance-schools-childcare-programs.html
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FINANCE
Key areas of concern for reopening of schools in September 2020:

Areas of concern

Identified ways to minimize concerns

Communication on remaining
school budgets for 2019-2020

The District is unable to carry forward any unspent operating
funds, however surplus funds from various savings were
redirected towards technology devices for students and staff.

Communication on school
budgeting for 2020-2021

Budgets will be communicated once the District has been
provided a budget from EECD. Due to various factors, including
the COVID-19 pandemic, the District is anticipating a delay in
receiving its budget for July 2020.

Budget modifications and
requirements (monitoring as per
GovNL directive)

Potential savings will be calculated from the following areas and
allocated to any extra resource requirements:
 Staff travel
 Sick leave replacement costs for positions not back-filled
during COVID-related school closures/online learning
periods

Additional resources required
from EECD

The District will require funds for the following:
 additional cleaning supplies
 additional sick leave replacement costs
 additional funding for bussing
 hand sanitizer
 staff who require various Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE) depending on role/duties and health
recommendations. A review is ongoing. The District
anticipates significant cost and potential supply issues.
 monthly connectivity costs for internet/MiFi devices
 additional devices required for students
 devices for teachers

OHS Concerns Regarding Cash
Collection in Schools / Classrooms
(Teacher and Secretary resistance
to collection)

Given restricted school activities (e.g., extra-curricular,
community use of schools, field trips, events, trips, reduced
cafeteria service) there will be reduced school generated funds.
From a fundraising perspective, communities and families may
be negatively impacted financially by this pandemic and it
would be inappropriate for schools to canvas communities for
fundraisers that may be considered non-essential for schools.
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Fundraising
 Set explicit parameters/guidelines on fundraising; limit
collection of funds to essential matters while leaving
enough flexibility for schools to be creative while complying
with policies and procedures
Online Payment System
 Long-term: Employ system (can be integrated with Cayenta)
that automates journal entries, generates electronic forms
(e.g., permission slips) and can create groups from
PowerSchool that allow for paperless payment transaction.
School Financial Support (SFS) is in the
research/development phase of a Request for Proposal
(RFP) for such a solution with a projected rollout for
September 2021, pending confirmation of financial
resources.
 Short-term: Schools to setup Email Transfers
o This is merely a stop gap option in these unique
circumstances as it poses some challenges from an
accounting perspective. It is essential to develop
parameters regarding its use to reduce the number
of transactions going through as this will create
tracking and reconciliation issues for schools. This
will also require training for School Administrators
and School Secretaries.
o SFS is currently working on procedures for this
option.
All collection of funds should be pushed to outside sources
where available (e.g., Scholastic has an online payment function
– so schools would not collect cash/cheques, but rather make
purchases through the Scholastic website).
To reduce the number of transactions, schools could identify an
upfront semi-annual per student amount to collect for
miscellaneous circumstances for the school year. Schools
cannot, however, refuse cash/cheques altogether; cash
handling procedures will be developed/implemented.
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Schools will be encouraged to use reserve discretionary funds
where available to maintain school operations. The District will
provide financial support to those schools that do not have the
school generated funds capacity to operate - possibly allowing
instructional allocation for a specific financial obligations.
Professional Learning for new
administrators

There is professional learning around financial procedures
planned for late August for new administrators. Smaller group
settings could be arranged on request.

Possible increase need for Student
Assistant time

The budget for student assistant salaries has seen pressure over
the past several years. If additional student assistant hours are
required to maintain the existing level of care, funding must be
requested from EECD.
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HUMAN RESOURCES
Key areas of concern for reopening of schools in September 2020:

Areas of concern

Identified ways to minimize concerns

Communication and collaboration
with Union Representation (NLTA,
NLTA Lab West, CUPE Master and
CUPE 1560, NAPE Master Support
Staff, and NAPE Student Assistants)

Prior to the adoption of any plan and/or implementation of
such, the District will engage in discussions with union
representation from each of our union partners to allow the
opportunity for input from union groups and staff. Meetings
and collaboration sessions will be arranged individually and
regularly with representation from NLTA, CUPE, and
NAPE. The use of a ThoughtExchange consultation with staff
may be considered, if additional feedback is required.
 As a result of such discussions, the District and Union
Representation will jointly draft a Good Neighbour
Agreement and/or Memorandum of Understanding, to
outline agreed upon arrangements that will be applicable as
the District works through the COVID-19 pandemic. A Good
Neighbour Agreement will allow the District to initiate a
planned response during this time. Note: a Good Neighbour
Agreement was signed and adopted by the unions (RNUNL,
NAPE, AAHP, CUPE) and Health Authorities (Eastern Health,
Central Health, Western Health, Labrador-Grenfell Health,
NLCHI) on March 30, 2020. A similar such agreement may be
needed between the unions and the District and/or the
Department of Education.

Return of Staff to Physical Location

To ensure safety of staff and students, a review of the
District’s existing OHS policies and procedures will be
completed to identify if new policies and procedures must be
adopted during the COVID-19 pandemic. The District may
require policies and procedures for physical distancing at this
time.
Currently included in the District’s OHS Program (available on
the District’s website) is a policy and procedure for the
Recognition, Evaluation, and Control of Hazards in the
workplace. Prior to staff returning to the physical buildings,
school administration or immediate supervisor/manager, in
consultation with the OHS Committee, if able, will complete
a Hazard Assessment at the site - assessing the hazards and
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ensuring that proper controls are in place for safety of staff
as per OHS legislation. The Assessments will then be
provided to the OHS Managers for review, guidance, and
action, if needed.
A draft protocol has been developed for staff returning to
physical locations and the process that would be followed if a
case of COVID-19 is identified. This protocol may include staff
completing a self-assessment declaration of good health
daily, 60 minutes prior to reporting to work. This draft
protocol will be reviewed, seeking feedback from union
representatives, and vetted through the District’s Legal
Counsel and Privacy (ATIPP) Manager to ensure any
collection and retention of information is in line with policy.
The use of temperature testing with ‘no touch’
thermometers when students and staff arrive on site will be
explored by the District; however, extensive review is
required from a privacy perspective. The OHS Managers will
explore this option by reviewing studies and research in this
area and put forward recommendations to the District.
The District will provide training to staff on OHS protocols
including personal hygiene and other measures to reduce the
risk of COVID-19, proper hand washing techniques, proper
use of Personal Protection Equipment (use of masks and
other required equipment), physical distancing, etc. These
sessions can be offered as online safety sessions.
The District will also ensure signage is posted and visible in all
worksites to support the importance of proper hand washing
and social distancing.
Accommodations for staff

The District will work with unions and staff on
accommodations that may be required on an individual or
group basis. The District will be open to exploring flexible
work arrangements, alternate schedules, and locations.
During the completion of the hazard assessments as
referenced above, it may be determined that dividers are
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required between office spaces, reception, and secretary
areas, cubicles and those who work in close proximity. Other
areas to explore, that may be identified through the hazard
assessment process, could include:



limiting access of outside visitors to the sites (limited to
essential service visitors only).




exploration of an online collection of monies.



limiting contact with high-touch areas with automatic
door openings.




staggering entrance and exit locations/times.




designated lanes with signage to allow for staff/students
to travel to offices/classes.

no contact delivery of mail and packages.
no large gatherings including meetings, etc., and
physical distancing in common areas such as staff and
lunchrooms; photocopier and mail rooms. Should
physical distancing be problematic, masks may be
required.

The District will provide PPE to staff and provide training in
appropriate use.
Some classifications within the District may require
additional PPE if, for example, they are in close contact with
students due to support required, and where physical
distancing is not able to be maintained.
Discussions will occur with union representatives regarding
PPE. The provision of equipment and training guidelines may
need to be referenced in the Good Neighbour
Agreement. OHS Managers will develop a PPE policy
identifying staff that will be in close contact with other staff
and students. A contingency plan should be developed to
address any supply shortage of PPE.
Ensuring substitutes and casual
workers are available
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The Human Resources Division will begin recruitment efforts
for casuals/substitutes in all classifications.
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New education graduates have been advised they should
begin the process early to get certificates of conduct,
criminal offence declarations, references, and other
documentation needed for their online application profile to
ensure they can apply on available competitions and/or be
hired/approved for our substitute lists. During this time, for
new hire applications, the District will accept a Certificate of
Conduct that is more than 6 months old provided a Criminal
Offence Declaration is also completed and an updated
Certificate of Conduct is provided when received. Applicants
should still be able to receive the necessary documentation,
but they may experience delays. Existing substitutes and
casuals and those applying on competitions will require a
Criminal Offence Declaration.
The District will review current staff that work in multiple
locations or with larger groupings of students. Some
restrictions may be needed to limit staff from traveling to
other buildings and limit the number of student groups.
The District will ensure orientation for new hires, especially
in cleaning practices and disinfecting procedures and safe
work practices. This orientation will occur prior to the start
of their employment. This may include the use of online
training sessions.
Support for Staff

At all times, the District will be mindful of the social and
emotional well-being of staff and increase communications
regarding the availability of Employee Assistance Programs
and information regarding online government resources for
mental health and well-being.
The District will provide promotional materials to post in
schools and online to offer supports where needed.

Restriction on travel to attend
conferences and Professional
Learning
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During this time, the District will restrict non-essential
employee travel.
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Communications with Staff
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The District will maintain regular communications with staff
and union representation and ensure updates and changes
to the Covid-19 situation are communicated in a timely
fashion. The District will post information on the website for
staff resources, will email messages to staff, and will advise
staff to email existing HR email addresses (hrwest@nlesd.ca;
hrcentral@nlesd.ca; hravalon@nlesd.ca;
hrlabrador@nlesd.ca) if they have any questions or concerns
during this time.
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Key areas of concern for reopening of schools in September 2020:

Areas of concern
IT Support for Schools

Identified ways to minimize concerns
Limited licenses for concurrent access for technical staff on
our Bomgar technology (remote support platform).
 Purchase additional licenses to allow Bomgar set up to
allow all technicians to be on at same time (pending
budget approval)
Hands on technical support for schools during regular school
hours while allowing for physical distancing.
 Move any required hands on support to off hours - cost of
OT for IT staff - or deployment of masks for staff
Handling of hardware (safely) - between multiple touches of
staff/students and computer support staff (CSS) staff.
 Establish protocol for handling of hardware for any
required repairs - need for sanitizing wipes / hand
sanitizer / gloves to be available for CSS staff
Increase in demands for technology support.
 Establish a designated area/room within each school for
technical support only – troubleshooting etc.
 Establish drop-off location(s) for equipment requiring
service; establish an inventory of spare equipment for
quick turnaround of broken hardware (staff provides the
user with a loaner alternative, leaving devices at drop-off
locations in sealed bags where they are left for a couple
days before being sanitized and serviced)
 Establish an FAQ to address issues before contacting the
Help Desk
 Increase support staff capacity to respond to increased
user demands and number of devices now in circulation at
the same time
 Add additional technical support staff (4) to respond to
additional device use and newly-introduced technologies
(3 CSS staff + 1 Website/multimedia Specialist)
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Establish a centralized fully staffed District Help Desk
function (email/Phone #)
- Responding to queries via chat, email, or phone
- Dispatching of tech support
- Training users, troubleshooting and diagnosing problems
- Writing, editing, and revising training manuals for new
and updated software and hardware
- Providing technical assistance for questions and
problems

Use of iPads:
Majority of units are outdated and
will not support required apps (e.g.
Google Classroom)

 Remove iPad devices for remote teaching/learning
 Standardize use of Chromebooks for students
 Standardize use of Windows10 laptops for teachers
Note: There may be some local school exceptions

Implications of increased Google
Applications use by all teachers






Supply Chain - availability of
teaching hardware through
distribution channels - must have
enough time to procure / receive /
configure / distribute hardware to
staff
 Current delivery times 6-8
weeks
 Over the coming months, this
may improve to 4-6 weeks



Connectivity availability in specific
geographic areas



Some homes will not have internet
by the new school year timeline
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Increase PL opportunities for staff on G Suite
Review and update role of G Suite Administrator for
support (additional training may be required)
Enhance G Suite backup capabilities - procure Syscloud for
G Suite backup
Procure encryption solution for sending emails and
attachments to outside entities
Use of refurbished hardware (more readily available) for
teachers and students as an alternative to mainstream
hardware distribution channels
Establish device requirements as soon as possible in order
to have enough lead time to receive hardware and
distribute to staff

Develop offline teaching material for students without
internet access – making allowances for “low tech” ways
to engage students in learning. This will include
distribution of physical learning resources such as books,
toolkits, or instructional packages (considering health
precautions, such as wiping down material)
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Professional Learning for teachers
“how to teach online” and use of
any newly-introduced technologies
(e.g., writing tablets)



Home teaching and learning security 
- ensure privacy and protection of
information safeguards are in place



Budget Implications - with a basic
laptop, writing tablet, headset,
webcam, monitor, home internet
access, etc. for setting up a
teaching/learning environment will
require a significant investment



School network capacity to handle
increase in traffic demands - district
or school online infrastructure
capacity to sustain an increased
volume of
traffic



Cost of Initiative
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Increase PL opportunities for staff on teaching online and
new technologies (instructor based and asynchronous
material for reference and distribution). This must include
security topics for safe online computing and protection of
personal and confidential information

Establish and distribute guidelines for securing home
networks (managing personal and confidential
information
Provide home users with options to industry standard
antivirus platform for personal computers
Ensure clear expectations are set for staff, teachers,
students and families on appropriate communications
Establish a task force budget. Timeline is critical.

Work with Service Providers to increase WAN capacity for
schools where available
 Establish a task force budget to provide for school and
District infrastructure upgrades.
Note: Classroom solutions for teaching must fit with current
school network capacity, as there is no timeframe to deploy
enhancements to network capacity in the new school year.
Looking at an alternative laptop configuration to lower
cost - a school model that will cover teacher and student
needs (different CPU technology/one-year standard
warranty, etc.).
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STUDENT SERVICES
Key areas of concern for reopening of schools in September 2020:
Areas of concern

Identified ways to minimize concerns

Student Services - HUMAN RESOURCES
District staff must observe COVID19 protocols as set out by the
Chief Medical Officer of Health

The District will develop a COVID-19 Policy (i.e., outline physical
distancing protocols and personal protective equipment) that
will guide District staff in the provision of their duties.
See NAPE Joint Statement on PPE as an exemplar:
https://www.nape.ca/article/memo-nape-signs-on-to-jointstatement-on-ppe/
The District will provide Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) for
all staff who are required to have close physical contact with
students in order to maintain their:
Personal care (i.e., feeding, toileting) and safety
 See Job Class Profile - Student Assistant
https://www.gov.nl.ca/exec/hrs/files/jobeval-jes-s-studentassistant.pdf
Medical care
 Medical protocols (Breathing tube, catheter, feeding tube)
 Guidelines for Anaphylaxis Management in Schools
https://www.gov.nl.ca/eecd/files/k12_studentsupportservices_
anaphylaxis.pdf
 Guidelines for Diabetes Management in Schools
https://www.gov.nl.ca/eecd/files/k12_studentsupportservices_
guidelinesfordiabetesmanagementinschools.pdf

The District has worked hard to fill
student assistant vacancies.
Despite our collective efforts,
vacancies persisted in some
regions of the province. 2.5 hour
positions were especially difficult
to staff.
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The District will:
 Recruit additional staff in anticipation of student assistant
vacancies and/or leave during the 2020-2021 school year,
and
 Update the casual call in listing effective September 2020
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Student Services - PROGRAMS: STAFF
The District will support staff in
their endeavors to enhance their
skills and/or develop new skills.
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The District will coordinate professional learning opportunities
for staff including, but not limited to, the following:
De-escalation Strategies
 Spring 2020 - Directors of Student Services will establish a
District working group to develop a self-directed deescalation PL module
 All District staff will have access to this PL mid-late June
2020
Trauma-informed Practices
 Spring 2020 - Directors of Student Services will create a
comprehensive listing of trauma-informed practices
 All District staff will have access to this PL mid-late June
2020
Google Meet
 Spring 2020 - Staff had the opportunity to register for the
Google Meet PL session and/or self-directed learning via
the slideshow Google Meet for the District Educators
Social emotional learning (SEL)
 Spring 2020 – Directors of Student Services will establish a
District working group to develop a self-directed SEL PL
module
 The SEL working group will include, but is not limited to,
Guidance Counsellors and Educational Psychologists
Assistive Technology (AT)
 Spring 2020 - Read & Write for Google Chrome and EquatI0
PL sessions posted to PL Calendar in Member Services.
 Spring 2020 - Assistive Technology website has been
updated with additional self-directed PL including, but not
limited to, sessions recordings, videos, links and guides
E-Counselling
 Fall 2020 – Guidance Counsellors have access to the
Canadian Counselling and Psychotherapists Association
(CCPA) resources including, but not limited to:
o Risks and Benefits of Virtual School Counselling
o Tips for Parents During COVID-19 Pandemic
o Virtual School Counselling
o Securing your Video Conferencing Experience
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o

Virtual School Counselling Implementation

Student Services - PROGRAMS: SCHOOL
The District will promote the
health of all members of the
school community.

The District will promote the health of all members of the
school community:
Spring 2020 - Safe and Inclusive School Itinerants will prepare
‘back to school’ student wellness activities in consultation with
Guidance Counsellors
Spring 2020 - Staff will engage the Pan-Canadian Joint
Consortium for School Health Framework:
 The Comprehensive School Health (CSH) Provincial Working
Group will develop a self-directed CSH PL module for use by
school teams
 Administrators will establish school-based CSH teams
o Using the CSH Framework, schools will develop sitespecific plans to promote and maintain health
See the Pan-Canadian Joint Consortium for School Health for
additional information:
 http://www.jcsh-cces.ca/
 http://www.jcsh-cces.ca/about-us/comprehensive-schoolhealth-framework/
 http://www.jcsh-cces.ca/about-us/comprehensive-schoolhealth-framework/4-components-explained/
Spring 2020 - Ensuring that school and regional crisis response
plans are in place
 Traumatic / Critical Incidents, PROG 304
https://www.nlesd.ca/includes/files/policies/doc/15179452655
55.pdf
https://www.nlesd.ca/includes/files/policies/doc/15179452655
71.pdf
The District needs to ensure that School Health Promotion
Liaison Consultants (SHPLC) continue their education roles.

Student Services - PROGRAMS: STUDENTS

NLESD – COVID-19 Task Force Report
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Collaborative structures
 School-based Service Delivery
Teams (SDT) will require
ongoing consultation with the
Program Specialist - Student
Services regarding
individualized student
programming.

Program Specialists and Itinerants will facilitate a weekly
consultation with school-based Service Delivery Teams to
address challenges and seek solutions to address individualized
student programming including, but not limited to:
 Transition planning (entry into kindergarten, from one
school to another and life after school)
 Individual Education Plans (accommodations, modified
courses, alternate courses)
 Individual Support Services Plans (ISSP)

Partial day programming within a
blended model:
 A small number of students
will avail of partial day
programming over the course
of the 2020-2021 school year.
This means that students will
only avail of partial day
programming for a portion of
the week.

Program Planning (PP) teams will assess the amount of time
that a student is able to attend (i.e., length of day and number
of days per week). These decisions will be made on a case-bycase basis.

Complex medical needs:
 Some families, particularly
those who have children that
have complex medical needs,
may opt to keep their children
home in the context of COVID19.

Program Planning (PP) teams and/or Individual Support Services
(ISSP) teams will partner with families to develop individualized
education plans requiring e-learning and the strategic
coordination of services

Assistive technology
 Students have free access to
Read & Write for Google
Chrome and EquatIO through
June 2020.
 Some AT applications are on
hold pending the completion
of the 30-day trial and/or
parental/guardian signatures.
 Some students have not yet
been assessed to identify
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The District will follow up with EECD to request an
extension of students’ free access to Read and Write and
EquatIO through the 2020-2021 school year
The District will follow up with EECD to expedite the
approval of new applications and shipment of hardware
Programs staff, Student Services, will work with school
teams to review, prioritize and expedite their assessment
waitlists in support of students
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exceptionalities and meet
EECD requirements.
Technology
 The District will make an introductory Google Meet PL
session and/or slideshow available to students and their
 Students and families will
need assistance in using
families
various types of technology
(hardware and software).
Directors of Student Services will share resources via the
 Staff will need access to virtual regional Student Services Classrooms
resources.

Student Services - TRANSPORTATION
The District will facilitate student
transportation.

Program Specialists and Itinerants will consult with school
administration regarding busing contingencies which require:
 Homogeneous student groupings on the bus,
 Student assistant accompaniment on the bus, and
 Use of individualized equipment on the bus (e.g., harness)

Student Services - FINANCE
The District will order the industry
standard personal protective
equipment (PPE).

Directors of Student Services will work with other divisions to
determine the type of PPE required, the costing and
procurement of these resources

The District will order a variety of
resources for the September
startup (e.g., CPI booklets,
assessment protocols and
individualized equipment).
Presently, there are significant
delays in shipping.

Directors of Student Services will order these resources as soon
as possible to ensure that we are in receipt in September

The District will research cost of
virtual assessment tools (i.e.,
speech language therapy
platforms, psychoeducational
assessment options).

If virtual assessment is a viable option, then the Directors of
Student Services will phase in virtual assessments over the
course of the 2020-2021 school year
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STUDENT TRANSPORTATION
Identified key areas of concern for reopening of schools in September 2020:
Areas of concern

Identified ways to minimize concerns

Seating Capacity / Route
& Contract Adjustments

Request Exception to Age of School Bus to Increase Capacity
 Request EECD Ministerial approval to allow model year 2007 school
buses (and model year 2010 private vehicles where applicable) to be
used while maintaining Service NL and Highway Traffic Act safety
standards
Incorporate Transportation Eligibility into Classroom Composition
 If in a 50% in-class daily model, spread eligible students evenly across
classes to minimize need for additional buses
 If in a 50% in-class daily model, split eligible students evenly between
groups - including splitting communities evenly
Use “Households” When Looking at Bus Capacities
 If for instance, Public Health measures state 12 per 70 passenger bus
o Use 12 households vs 12 students
o This will increase transportation capacity with existing buses
while presumably not increasing exposure (similar to
household bubble concept)
o 12 Households where there are 4 sets of siblings can allow us
to transport 16 students on a 70-passenger bus
Siblings are in Class on the Same Day
 This increases capacity with “household” approach
Routes are Same Everyday of Week
 Having multiple sets of routes depending on models will cause chaos
among stakeholders (School Administrators, Teachers, Students,
Parents, Contractors & Drivers) and ultimately reduce student safety
within the system as a result
Encourage Parents to Get Their Child to School
 In an effort to manage bus capacity
 If the standard were to be 12 households per 70 passenger bus, an
estimated 45% of the 218 schools with busing will have less than 75%
capacity to transport eligible students
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Open Schools Earlier and Leave Open Later
 This will facilitate parents to drop students at school earlier (pick up
later) thereby reducing dependency on busing
 This will also create the capacity for existing buses to complete an
extra run as needed
Consider Issuing a Parent Survey
 Gauge anticipated ridership to:
o prepare bus capacity accordingly
o Design bus routes accordingly
Consider Issuing Tender for Service Ahead of Exact Need
 For example, analysis shows that Metro St. John’s will pose a
significant bus capacity issue due to the high bus loads due to the
high density of students. Consider issuing a tender for 5 buses for a
total of 40 km daily and assign specific routes as the school year
approaches once public health measures are provided and specific
routing needs are developed.
Suspend/Delay Accepting Courtesy Seating Applications
 Focus must be on having enough capacity for eligible students to and
from home, not accommodating other needs
 More parents working from home, anticipate mild increased demand
for use of bus stop based on home address as oppose to a childcare
location
Stagger School Bell Times
 An option if bus capacity is required for a particular group of schools
Kindergarten Students Do Not Ride for First 2-4 Weeks
 Provides time to assess capacity issues
 Reduces transportation incidents due to unfamiliarity with busing
system
Request Approval to Extend the Family Responsibility Zone
 Extreme measure - last resort
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Bus Cleaning

Establish protocol
 Twice daily cleaning - wipe down of high touch surfaces (railings, seat
surfaces midday and thorough cleaning after afternoon runs
 Efficient methodologies
 Bus cleaning clipboard in every bus, recording every time a bus has
been cleaned (driver completes and signs after every cleaning, leads
to efficiency, transparency, public confidence
Build Cleaning Capacity
 Increase driver only position hours to facilitate increased cleaning
demand (particularly in areas with combination Driver/Caretaker
positions - no excess time available for them to do daily bus cleaning)
 Change driver only position schedules to allow for cleaning after the
afternoon run
Training
 To ensure employees know how to properly clean the buses with
COVID considerations
 Includes contracted service - Safe Pupil Online Training System
Eliminate/Significantly Reduce Field Trips
 This will minimize the germs entering the bus

Driver Protection

Unavoidable close proximity between students and driver while
boarding/disembarking.
Appropriate Personal, Protective Equipment
 Mask
 Protective Eyeglasses
 Gloves if deemed suitable
Sanitizer on Bus for Driver
 Handheld bottle on each bus
Polycarbonate Shield
 Effective protection but brings several implications:
o Reduced driver emergency response capability
o Reduced driver visibility
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o
o
o

Installation procedure would need to be approved by
manufacturer
Approval would be required by EECD and Service NL
Need to maintain D250 standard

Consistency Across Province
 District-operated & Contracted
o Contractors responsible for protection of their own drivers measures at their own cost
Driver Retention /
Recruitment

Ongoing challenge even before pandemic. 47% of drivers will be 60 years
of age or older in September 2020 (14% will be 70 years or older)
Create Term “Casual” Positions
 Guaranteed hours/benefits
 Increased service with drivers on standby
Increase Driver Only Position Daily Hours
 Positions become more appealing
 Coincides with increased bus cleaning demand
Increased education/communication on risks and mitigating measures
Develop a Recruitment/Retention Strategy
 Incentives based on hours worked

Loading/Unloading
Procedures

Establish Clear Protocols:
 Markings in bus for guidance on student flow
 Seating Plan (in accordance with public health guidelines)
 Waiting at bus stop (6 feet apart) or, if capacity is limited, consider
door-to-door pick-up and return
 Boarding bus (6 feet apart; first to board goes to back of bus etc.)
 Disembarking bus (closest to exit disembarks in order)
 Standard hygiene practices
 Limit touching surfaces
Communicate Protocols
 Public awareness campaign
 Distribution to parents
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School to review at beginning of school year
Social Media
Post in every bus

Strong Enforcement Component
 Training for drivers - emphasize completion of Student Misconduct
reports
 Student Transportation is a privilege – requires strong standard of
corrective action
 Another adult on board (feasibility concerns)
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CONCLUSION
As evident throughout this report, the manner in which the District plans for reopening its schools and
work sites is dependent on several external factors - particularly on the health and well-being of the
people of Newfoundland and Labrador. It is vital that the District work in close partnership with HCS,
EECD, District employees and their representatives in the Newfoundland and Labrador Teachers’
Association (NLTA), Canadian Union of Public Employees (CUPE), and the Newfoundland Association of
Public and Private Employees (NAPE), as well as other stakeholders such as the Newfoundland and
Labrador Federation of School Councils, as it develops plans that will likely be fluid and complex.
The following are some recommendations for the District to consider as it plans for reopening schools for
2020-2021:





provide additional social-emotional professional learning to teachers to better prepare them for
the return of students who have been affected during the pandemic;
ensure that adequate COVID-19 health and safety measures, personal protective equipment, and
protocols are in place for District’s facilities prior to the return of staff and students;
continue with its focus on student engagement and deep learning with the leveraging of digital
technology to support teaching and learning;
Time Sensitive: engage in dialogue with representatives from EECD to:
 review key essential learning outcomes for all curricula in K-12 in light of possible
reduction in class time in 2020-2021;
 review graduation requirements;
 consider the elimination of Public Exams for 2020-2021; and
 consider an expansion of the semesterization pilot for high schools





increase resources available for the Centre for Distance Learning and Innovation (CDI) as more
high school students may have to avail of its courses (e.g., immunocompromised students);
engage in discussions with unions regarding the development of “Good Neighbour” MOUs;
consult with the Office of the Information and Privacy Commissioner regarding possible
implications of live streaming from classrooms and students’ homes.

The recommendations above are not a final plan, but they serve to inform a final plan. The District’s plan
for the start of the 2020-2021 school year will require finalized detailed guidelines established by the
provincial Chief Medical Officer of Health, the Department of Health and Community Services, and the
Department of Education and Early Childhood Development. The District’s plan for September 2020 must
be flexible and acknowledge it is not a “one size fits all” for its over 250 schools and work sites.
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Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the District must reimagine how it delivers educational programming to
its students. The District must embrace this challenge, rely on its learning leaders throughout its divisions,
and continue to develop sound system wide supports and protocols for a progressive, student-centered
teaching and learning organization.
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